3.74-4.72 ft ceiling mount
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*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar
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**4.92-5.91ft ceiling mount**
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*Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar*
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8.46-9.45 ft wall landscape mount
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* Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc.
  space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar

© 2020 Signify Holding. All rights are reserved. Specifications are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information included herein is given and any liability for any action in reliance thereon is disclaimed.
9.65-10.63ft wall landscape mount

Available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar

Specifications are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information included herein is given and any liability for any action in reliance thereon is disclaimed.
**13.19-14.17ft wall landscape mount**

*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar

www.colorkinetics.com
1.18' length crossbar
1.18' depth crossbar
cable cover
driverbox

*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar

16.73-17.72ft wall landscape mount
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17.91-18.90 ft wall landscape mount
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*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc. space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar

© 2020 Signify Holding. All rights are reserved. Specifications are subject to change without notice. No representation or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness of the information included herein is given and any liability for any action in reliance thereon is disclaimed.
*available space for mounting, cables, sockets etc.
space not available behind driverbox and length crossbar